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Toric Technologies is a joint venture 

between True North Automation 

based in Calgary, Alberta, Canada 

specialising in oil & gas automation and 

Calibre Resources Industrial Technology 

Division based in Perth, Western Australia 

specialising in mining, communications, 

materials handling, automation, rail 

systems and integrated  operations.



Toric Technologies

Bringing together industry leading expertise in mining and oil & gas  

operating technology to deliver greater performance and productivity  

to the resources industry.

Increased levels of automation and autonomous 

systems across all sectors of the resources industry that 

operate intelligently and improve safety are redefining 

the operational model of many companies. Technology 

is helping companies to reduce total effort and the 

consumption of energy, resources and materials to 

improve safety and productivity. Innovation and collective 

advances in technology are redefining what it means to be 

competitive in the future of the resources industry.

Resource companies typically operate in remote locations 

frequently in harsh environments constrained by limits 

on operational staff and access to specialist expertise. 

The capability to offer remote support to field staff and 

operational technology systems becomes a key driver  

for operational efficiency and maintaining production 

availability as systems become increasingly integrated. 

Toric Technologies assists clients with communications 

and mobility systems expertise for delivery of competitive 

edge technologies.

Integration of operations and the use of integrated 

operations centres, provide central visibility of all 

operational data and the capability to coordinate and 

improve business productivity. Integrated operations are 

underpinned by the optimisation and standardisation of 

autonomy, automation and communication systems to 

provide consistent, simple and repeatable improvements 

at all levels of the business. Toric Technologies can assist 

from basic site instrumentation and control, through the 

entire operational technology platform for production 

reporting and integration to provide and maintain a 

competitive advantage.

Simplification and standardisation is seen as a 

counter strategy to increasing system complexity that 

elevates field support and management required. Toric 

Technologies offers pragmatic and modular systems, that 

when implemented throughout operational and major 

capital projects, achieve the platform required for long 

term optimal performance.

To assist resource clients achieve sustainable 

development and productivity improvements within their 

operational systems, Toric Technologies offers a diverse 

set of vendor neutral expertise encompassing automation, 

optimisation, communications, security and integrated 

operations. Toric Technologies has the capability to 

perform operations support, simulation training, and 

systems integration (SI), main automation contractor 

(MAC), EPC, EPCM or client representation, as part of 

a dedicated program of works or large multi-disciplinary 

project delivery team.

www.torictechnologies.com

Advances in technology  

are redefining what it  

means to be competitive  

in the future of the  

resources industry.



Engineering Delivery 
Process Automation  
& SCADA

The Toric Technologies team can deliver multi-discipline 

design and verification services for our clients. Our 

extensive global experience across diverse industries 

ensures our designs are robust, fit for purpose, practical 

and delivered efficiently. With a focus on our clients’ 

needs first and vendor neutrality we are ideally positioned 

to provide owners engineering, independent verification, 

quality inspection (pre-ship and pre-commissioning) and 

vendor governance services.

Services

• Integrated Technology Platforms

• Telecommunications & Security

• Control Systems & SCADA

• Hazardous Areas & Functional Safety

• Electrical & Instrumentation

• Piping, Mechanical, Structural & Civil

• Cost, schedule, project & program management

• Construction and commissioning supervision
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The Toric Technologies automation team specialise in 

advanced control and optimisation techniques to maximise 

production from new and existing assets. The team 

offers proven expertise in measurement and compliance, 

well, satellite, pipeline & plant processing and transport 

technology, system simulation and enterprise information 

management integration. As MAC our team can assist with 

technology program management allowing our clients to 

tap into our vast knowledge and expertise when required.

Services

• Plant, well and pipeline control optimisation

• DCS, PLC and SCADA control systems

• Visualisation and information management

• Measurement and regulatory compliance

• Abnormal situation management technologies

• Production systems integration 

• Pre-commissioning, commissioning of plant

• Simulated process operations training (SPOT™)

• Scope, feasibility, concept & detailed design

• Tender preparation, recommendation & award

• Vendor engagement and management

• Construction & commissioning supervision

•  Main Automation Contractor (MAC) 

• Consulting, design and implementation

• Advanced process / system optimisation

• Metering, visualisation and IS integration

Services



Communications and 
Integrated Operations

Security

The Toric Technologies communications team specialise 

in communications, mobility infrastructure, integrated 

operational solutions, and industrial data networking. With 

a focus on system security, integrity and availability from 

physical infrastructure to technology systems, we ensure 

your integrated solution delivers. Hands on expertise in 

operational technology ensure we design and implement 

highly reliable secure communications for production 

systems and the operational layer.  

Services

•  Integrated operations consulting and architecture

•  Radio and cellular frequency planning

•  LTE, WiFi mesh and adaptive communications

•  Optic fibre and structured cabling

•  Optical, microwave and satellite transmission

•  Industrial networks and cyber-security

• Towers, shelters and power

• Lone worker connectivity

The Toric Technologies security team capabilities include 

the consulting, multi-system integration, field services 

and systems support.  Through the provision of end to 

end production and security CCTV and access control, 

automated workforce and asset management systems 

are implemented with a focus on the resources, industrial 

and municipality sectors. Through these systems we 

provide tools to manage compliance with fitness for work, 

competencies, reporting and regulatory requirements.

Services

• System audits & consulting

• Functional & technical specifications 

• System design & integration

• Technology assessment & recommendation

• Project management & delivery

• Competency based access control

• Personnel tracking & fatigue management

• Asset tracking 

•  Integrated operations strategy & implementation

• Communications infrastructure

• Voice and data mobility systems

• IP network design and cyber-security

• Mobile, Industrial & Security CCTV Systems

•  Access Control & Intrusion Detection Systems

•  Workforce management

•  Asset management



www.truenorthautomation.com

Toric Technologies is a joint venture between True North Automation 

and Calibre Resources Industrial Technology Division and brings together 

international capability in oil & gas, mining and integrated operations to provide 

innovative technology solutions to the resources industry.

In North America Toric Technologies operate and contract through True North Automation. In Australasia Toric Technologies 

operate and contract through Calibre Resources Industrial Technology Division. Together the two companies combine to provide 

a comprehensive range of services with international delivery capability in oil & gas, mining, rail and integrated operations.

True North Automation

True North Automation provides a wide range of fully 

customised, vendor-neutral industrial engineering and 

automation solutions to the oil & gas industry across  

Canada, throughout the United States and around the world.

The True North corporate mantra of vision, talent and 

technology defines both the company and its success. True 

North employs some of the most skilled and versatile people 

in their industry, tapping into a wide spectrum of suppliers to 

deliver solutions tailored to the requirements of each client.

True North Automation capabilities include automation and 

SCADA integration, electrical and instrumentation design, 

data management, strategic planning, concept design, FEED 

(Front End Engineering Design), testing, commissioning and 

start-up solutions. Whatever the challenge, True North’s 

highly skilled team members are adept at finding, designing 

and deploying the best possible solution.

Empowerment is fundamental to the True North culture. 

True North has worked hard to create an environment 

that attracts the best people in the industry, and that 

enables them to do the best work of their career. True 

North success is based on an environment that allows 

for personal accountability and encourages innovation. A 

flat organizational structure based on camaraderie, open 

communication and mutual respect, continues to make 

True North Automation an employer of choice.

Calibre Resources Industrial Technology Division

Calibre Resources Industrial Technology Division is  

the technology hub for the Calibre Resources mining 

and rail; engineering, procurement, construction and 

management business. The Industrial Technology Division 

centralises capability for the mining, rail and integrated 

operations technology sectors into a coordinated multi-

disciplinary team.

Industrial Technology Division capability extends beyond 

front end consulting and requirements definition through 

all phases of project delivery to final site construction 

and commissioning, operational handover and ongoing 

operational support. Internally structured to mutually 

support disciplines of automation, advanced process 

control & simulation, data networking, communications, 

security, signaling, rail operations and intelligent 

transportation, the Calibre Resources Industrial 

Technology Division is able to provide technology support 

to an integrated programme of works or to deliver large 

standalone projects.

Calibre Resources is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Calibre Group Pty Ltd. The Calibre Group of companies 

includes, Calibre Consulting specialising in urban and 

non-process infrastructure and G&S Engineering Services 

an operational asset management and maintenance 

company.

Joint Venture Partners

www.torictechnologies.com

www.calibreglobal.com.au/industrialtechnology



Feature Projects

Integrated Operations

CLIENTS: 

Rio Tinto (2008) & BHP Billiton (2011)

LOCATION: 

Perth & Pilbara Western Australia

SERVICES:

Project management, process network 

design architecture and integration, 

engineering, studies, consulting, 

construction management, proof of 

concept, technology selection, vendor 

engagement, operations technology 

engagement, site engagement.

ESD Flare Systems Upgrade

CLIENTS: 

Shell

LOCATION: 

Alberta, Canada

SERVICES:

Toric Technologies was engaged in 

the detailed design, configuration 

and commissioning of a SIL 2 Safety 

System at the Jumping Pound Gas 

Plant a 50 year old brown field facility.

Stybarrow Production IT Systems

CLIENT: 

BHP Billiton Petroleum

LOCATION: 

Perth, Western Australia

SERVICES:

Assurance of complete systems 

preparedness for first oil. The 

architecture included a number of 

production applications layered on 

top of the process control systems, 

including maintenance systems and 

business level applications.

Jackfish 3 SAGD

CLIENT: 

Devon

LOCATION: 

Conclin, Alberta, Canada

SERVICES:

Toric Technologies was engaged 

in the detailed design and 

commissioning of the green field 

Jackfish 3 bitumen facility.

Digital Oil Field

CLIENT: 

Penn West

LOCATION: 

Alberta, Canada

SERVICES:

FEED Prototype & operational 

requirements, detailed design, 

implementation, commissioning  

and operational support for the  

Digital Oil Field SCADA architecture.

Chipeta Gas Plant Expansion

CLIENT: 

Anadarko

LOCATION: 

Utah, United States of America

SERVICES:

Toric Technologies was engaged in the 

detailed design and commissioning of 

the Chipeta Plant Expansion.
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North America 
Head Office – Calgary

7180 – 11th Street SE, Calgary, Alberta T2H 2S9 Canada

t +1 403 984 0070
e northamerica@torictechnologies.com

Regional Office:

Vancouver 
15th Floor 1040 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 4H1 Canada

Australasia 
Head Office – Perth

Level 2, 50 St Georges Terrace, Perth, Western Australia 6000 Australia

t +61 8 9265 3200
e australasia@torictechnologies.com

Regional Offices:

Adelaide 
Level 2, 70 Hindmarsh Square, Adelaide, South Australia 5000 Australia

Brisbane 
Ground Floor, 545 Queen Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 Australia

Melbourne 
Level 18, 500 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000 Australia

www.torictechnologies.com


